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filled or empty?

s

ouveniTs bdng us back, so the name implies, to the place whe<e we bought them. Presumably, when we no longer want to return, out goes the Elvis ashtray ("Souvenir of Graceland"), the
four prez paperweight "(Souvenir of Mt. Rushmore") or the Hurricane glass ("Souvenir of New
Orleans.") On the covers this month are photographs of the front and back of my souvenir of
Mexico City. In the large plaza in front of the Basilica of the Virgin of Guadalupe, I exchanged 40
pesos with a vendor for this framed picture of the Virgin. When I looked at it more carefully, the
back of the image was fascinating in itself. The person who had framed the picture filled in as
backing with several sheets of paper, and facing out were the sheets left over from some printer, the
pictures used to cover matchboxes. So common that they are hardly noticed, boxes of "Clasicos"
occupy the very bottom rung of the ladder of exchange of goods. What could be less valuable than a
little box of matches? So on the front side we have the Virgin of Guadalupe, Mexico's most prized
and valued image of connection with the divine, and on the back, the residue or the scraps of leftovers from the manufacture of the least valuable commodity the culture produces, the matchbox.
No writer of commentary can resist that juxtaposition.
Indeed, I was poised for just these reflections by the visit itself. I had been afraid to go, because
I didn't want to experience being a rich person from the United States in the presence of masses of
poor people in Mexico. But the quiet, cheerful persistence of my friend and colleague, Judith Peters,
eventually prevailed. Finally, I had more trouble saying "no" to the invitation than I had saying
"yes" and so I found myself going on a trip I couldn't explain to people without a ten minute speech:
no, not a vacation, not a work trip, not a helping mission, not a pilgrimage. Well, what? I couldn't
explain.
St. Paul's letters are full of puzzling phrases, which are so familiar that we lack the sense of
bafflement or surprise they ought to produce. In Romans 12, the second verse takes hold pretty
easily, in the understanding at least: ''And be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by
the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of
God." Hard to do, but not too hard to understand. But the first verse is another story; the words
always blurred away into mystery: "I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service." What on earth could that mean? The living sacrifice part must be a key to getting it, but grisly
images of ripped-out hearts kept coming to mind, and I knew that couldn't really be what Paul
meant.
At the Lutheran Center in Mexico City, we were instructed beforehand about our behavior
out on the streets, where we would be spending a lot of time. We were not to take photographs, and
we were not to give money to anyone. Those were the fundamentals, because they were the key
aspects of seeing ourselves in a new light. We were not to be tourists, in the sense of seeing what was
around us as picturesque-these were people, not Kodak moments. And we were not to behave as
givers, in order to try to understand ourselves as receivers. These instructions were given firmly,
and they were re-iterated when occasions prompted any one of us to stray from them. And the occasions were there, for when we plunged out into the streets, the flood of otherness threatened every

minute to overwhelm. Whatever the official census-whether it's 20 million, or 40 million-the
people in Mexico City are so many, and so close, and so needy, that a visitor desperately wants a
way to be separate, to make a distance between herself and the crowds of poor people. And taking a
picture is a simple, quick, and certain way of making that distance. So is putting money into a few of
the hundreds of hands and paper cups and cardboard boxes thrust at you during a morning's walk
in the crowded streets.
But our hosts were not going to allow us that distance. No taxis, but instead the pressed
together closeness of buses and subway. Not the anonymity provided by the big windows of the tour
bus, gliding through "depressed areas." Instead, we went by public bus to a clinic created by residents of the neighborhood, where the staff had, on their morning off, prepared a meal for us. We sat
on their folding chairs and ate their sandwiches and listened as they talked about the clinic's history,
about the neighborhood, about why they chose to learn massage and accounting as beginning skills
for getting the clinic started. We went to another neighborhood center, again eating a meal the staff
had prepared for us and hearing about how daycare and paper-making seemed the right ways for
these women to help each other thrive in a city whose "services" were stretched too thin to make it
all the way out to Chalco. Again, no giving allowed, even when the little children came to each of us
with gifts of a tiny picture and an embrace.
Our tears were plentiful, and the food was very hard to swallow, but I still didn't get it. I sat
there in pain, though not with guilt, for no one had said anything about the gap between the rich
north and the poor south. No one made demands about cancelling third world debt. We prayed
together over our food, and the staff people talked about their work in the center. We were not
there to help and our help was not asked for. We were encouraged to work in our own communities for peace and for justice as those communities were in need. Why was that so painful?
One evening, back at the Lutheran Center, we were led in Bible study by Professor Alcantara.
As he read and talked through Romans 12, each word of verse 1 unfurled into my understanding at
last. The source of the pain I had been feeling became laughably obvious. In the ordinary course of
things, having the resources of a rich and comfortable life provides us with a sense of power; to be
capable of giving, and to see others as the objects of our giving, continues and reinforces our sense
of agency. Being rich even means that you get to define "rich" and "poor," shaping the very grids on
which the measurements are made. Economic status, as Nobel economist Amartya Sen points out,
may not be an appropriate indicator of well-being, though that is the primary and universally
acknowledged indicator; when the poor are acknowledged as givers, who is rich and who is poor?
Receiving from the poor turns upside down the world we have learned to manage, the image of ourselves as the source of action, as fixer, do-er. To give up that capacity, and simply to be in the presence of the poor, to hear and to witness their lives, to receive the gift of food and drink from them
is to be present with them as a living sacrifice. To be bodily there as sacrifice for the sake of Christian brothers and sisters becomes, mysteriously, perfectly reasonable-a reasonable service. But
painful, because, after all, it is sacrifice to give up the version of oneself that seemed to make the
world make sense.
I wouldn't say that my picture of the Virgin has a lesson. It contains a ponderable truth
somehow, about the highest and the lowest, the first and the last, perhaps? The Virgin appears
mighty in the picture, because she is surrounded by angels and her robe is spangled with the very
stars. The matchbox-smallest of all, an insignificant scrap. Yet the Virgin called herself lowly, and
understood what it meant to be bodily present as a living sacrifice.
Christmastide approaches, and all of us will seek to find and probably to be blessings in the
season. It is no doubt true, as my mother tried to teach me long ago, that it is more blessed to give
than to receive. This year, may you know the joy-and perhaps the pain-of being a receiver, for
there lies a deeper wisdom. Further up and further in!
Peace,

GME
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about books
Stuck as we are in the Old Linear mode, we always look forward to a book or two
under the Christmas tree, and perhaps later on a snowbound day to the prospect of
curling up by the fire with a cup of tea, revelling in those new pages. In several past
Christmas/Epiphany issues, the Editor has made a few book notes, and readers have expressed a desire to see this tradition continued. Though the thought that anyone else may
actually use her preferences as a guide daunts the Editor more than somewhat, here is a
list of some reading I've been doing and will do.
During 1999 I spent a considerable amount of time re-reading Paul Scott's massive
four novels known as The Raj Quartet. During our own era of rapidly fragmenting political and social coalitions, the history of India's independence and subsequent partition
strikes grim parallels. I last read it about ten years ago, and it holds up astonishingly. If
long, dense novels appeal, have another go at Vanity Fair, whose 800 pages of tiny print
challenge even the ardent reader. But what a payoff! Here too, a twenty-year difference
in the reader's age has affected the novel for the better. It seems pretty evident that Tom
Wolfe has been studying his Thackeray, because A Man in Full does many of the same
things, and with a reminiscent brio. The latter novel would have been improved, I think,
had Wolfe used his predescessor's forthright acknowledgment of artifice and simply put
the puppets away in the box as the finale, rather than try to force the material into a presumed 'realistic' ending. Nice try though.
Another book I'd put in the nice try category is Gail Godwin's Evensong, which I
enjoyed, but not as much as the earlier Father Melancholy's Daughter. Sequels defeat so
many writers, though perhaps we readers contribute to the disappointment by our very
eagerness for More. If one treats "short, contemporary novels by contemporary women"
as a category, then I liked Sue Miller's While I Was Gone, and Mary Gordon's Spending,
but best of all Jane Hamilton's Short History of a Prince. Each of these novels has its own
satisfactions, not least being their authors' clear, eloquent and subtle use of language.
A book that is hard to find but worth the effort is Josephina Niggli's Mexican Village, written in the 1940s about a fictional village in the 20s and 30s. Well before chic
chicana writers of the 80s, Neggli knew how to balance realism, magic, stereotype and
surprise in a richly humorous and touching picture. Brightly colored as a Talavera plate,
and composed of equal sentiment and irreverence about her subjects, Niggli's text ought
to be one of the best-known fictions about our "distant neighbors," as Alan Ryding calls
the Mexicans. Instead it is undeservedly obscure. Look for it and prepare for a long enchantment.
I read for the first time Anthony Trollope's North America, but sadly have found
only Volume I. This account of a trip he made to the United States during the first year of
the Civil War has many fascinating features, not least that he never could get the second
volume published in his lifetime. Volume II is available, but I have not yet seen it. Someone
volunteered a horrid condensation of the two volumes into one, which the editor claimed
had left out all the boring bits. It seemed to me that all the best stuff was gone, Trollope's
keen and nearly obsessive interest in the details of life-how much things like stamps and
coffee and hotel dinners and steamship tickets and shoes cost, for instance, and how a
grain elevator actually works. So I left him stranded somewhere around Buffalo, though
I hope to track down Volume II and see him safely back to Britain.
Well, this doesn't leave much time for Alice Munro's collection of short stories, The
Love of a Good Woman, or Krakauer's Into Thin Air, or Hegi's Tearing the Silence, or
Lippi's Homestead, or Shelton's Going Back to Bisbee. But you'll have to excuse me;
Scott Turow's newest is due back at the library soon, and then it's on to Rushdie's The
Ground Beneath Her Feet. A reader's work is never done, thank Heaven!
GME

SUSPIRATION
I wake to find in bed with me
by my nose
a butterfly
shyly dead
a black patch on a white sheet
and, jumping out to look
find on the green oval shag
its bright twin
orange and black with tiny azure aureoles
a frittilary, flexing
now fluttering at my toes.
I do a little dance. We
caper to the window: stained glass.
I marvel
stabbing at light
: what has night
breathed up?
Now what's the knock? Is that
the morning's first pheasant shot
across East Anglian stubble fields
or my heart, or wings already
beating
at the dark lamp?

Randall
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why be a Lutheran in the new millennium?

jose R. Alcantara-Mejia
to announce the years of God's grace

Why be a Lutheran in the next millennium requires, for me, to consider first how does one
become a Lutheran. There must be as many answers as there are Lutherans in the world. Here I can
only reflect on my own circumstances because they are inseparable from the formation of my own
Lutheran faith. It is from this perspective that I can look forward to the next millennium as an
opportunity to deepen what I already am.
I officially became a Lutheran at Grace Lutheran Church, Wenatchee, Washington, twentyseven years ago. During that time, I was struggling to survive physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Those three words, Grace Lutheran Church, became so important in my life that even today I continue to reflect upon them with wonder, the same wonder with which I see the mission of the Church
in the third millennium.
When I became a Lutheran, I had left my country with the intention of studying theology. I
thought I had a calling. Instead, I ended up being thrown by circumstances beyond my control into
a frustrating journey, which lasts for several years. I held several odd jobs I did not know how to do,
starting with no working knowledge of the language, in an unfamiliar culture I did not choose, and
enduring the miserably cold weather of eastern Washington, picking apples as you might guess from
the location. In addition to that, I soon became aware of a heavy burden of guilt and a deep sense of
failure that weighed heavily on my soul, which probably was another, at the time, good reason for
my leaving Mexico. Feeling poor in more ways than one, my self-esteem inevitably sank to its lowest
level in my experience ever. Now I can see clearly that this was really the beginning of my formal
theological training, which started a process of understanding of what Grace, the Church and being
a Lutheran means, a process which, of course, has not ended.
The name Grace Lutheran Church was not, therefore, a coincidence. It represented the realities that became most important in my life. As a Lutheran those words became increasingly incarnate in my body through the ever-enriching experience of the Body of Christ, the community of
people, not necessarily officially Lutheran, that God has given me through the years. Being a
Lutheran has not been then for me simply to exercise an ecclesiastical option or to embrace a tradition, but a way of becoming what we are intended to be: the image of God and members of the
Body of Christ.
I like to understand this process as transformation because it is not only a change of mind or
faith, but a change of the whole being, including the physical aspects of personality which will be
revealed at our resurrection. As a Lutheran, one could understand baptism and/or confirmation (I
retained my Catholic baptism and was only confirmed) as the beginning of this process. However
the point is the transforming experience, the becoming what we authentically are. It involves the
entering, not always easily, into a different relationship within one's self, with others and with Creation. That relationship is radically distinct from the one we normally experience in the world.
In this new relationship, we recognize in others the image of God because we are being trans-
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formed into God's image ourselves. As this happens the others are no longer merely "the other," as
it has become fashionable to name our neighbor, but they become physical members of my own
body. Their joys and sorrows become mine just as I also feel embraced by them, through whom the
loving arms of God comfort and rejoice with me. As we recognize ourselves as God's image, the
world itself can no longer be for us an impersonal web of global political, social and economic
entanglements driven by the forces of power and selfishness. Rather, the world is recognized as
God's good creation, with which we are meant to exercise a caring relationship.
Becoming a Lutheran means to recognize as well that we see the image of God, not however
we may choose, but precisely where and how God chose to reveal it: on the Cross. It is not recognized in the sentimental, artificial and superficial image of the human condition created for us by
philosophers and the media, which we have been lead to believe is our real image.
God is not the imagined picture of either a suffering or exalted Christ. God is revealed to us in
our weakness, in our powerlessness. God is in us when we are poor, when we know we are undeserving, when our life seems to have no meaning and when we recognize we are not what we often
pretend to be. However, we also discover that there is a reason why God's real presence is revealed
there. The reason is Grace. For it is precisely in the midst of those experiences that we know what
Grace means and when the Good News truly makes sense. Just as we experience God's closeness
through our own broken body in a way we never imagined, we also experience God's revelation of
who we really are: the image of God. God is closer to allow us to know that incarnation means we
are not alone any more, but that God is with and in us, in our physical, emotional and spiritual
being. He is closer to make us feel what the friendship of Christ means by experiencing him assuming
our humanness and, from the deepest part of our being, working out our salvation, our healing, our
own acceptance, our reconciliation with ourselves, the others and Creation. In short, it is making us
truly free, truly holy, truly compassionate, truly just, truly the image of God.
Thus, being a Lutheran means also that the processes of transformation, of salvation, of healing
gives life its true meaning. We are free from reducing life to a selfish power struggle in order to feel
that we are alive, to give life a meaning it does not have by itself. We are now free to embrace a life
that derives its true meaning by giving it freely for others without conditions, just by grace alone.
Moreover, in doing this we discover as well our personal mission in life, which has not pressures
because that mission has not predetermined procedures or goals. It is a mission that is simply the
sharing with our brothers and sisters everywhere, in word and in deed, the Good News we continually receive. It is a mission that means that we participate joyfully and freely, in our own way and
with our own gifts, in our own times and with our own creativity in making God's Kingdom present
in the world.
Actually why to be a Lutheran in the third millennium is a question that has little to do with
the millennium and much to do with how and why we became Lutherans in the first place. Moreover, this implies more than merely a theological answer. A Lutheran can only answer from his or
her experience, perhaps paraphrasing Jesus' words when, becoming aware of who He really was, he
announced: The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, I am God's image and beloved child. I cannot but
share this Good News with the poor, and proclaim the year of God's Grace. This seems to me a
good enough reason to be a Lutheran in the next millennium.

t
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Beyond the Virgin of Guadalupe:
Mexican Women Today

Pat Contreras de Ulloa

I

t is a my special oppottunity fot me to shm with you some of the things that I've leamed in
my pastoral concern for the women in Mexico City that I serve, and to open up this knowledge for
our conversation together. Those of us who work with women in the church settings in Mexico
have a rich experience of our talks, and this is a rich resource for understanding women-Mexican,
Latin-American and Hispanic. With the researchers of psychology and the authors we are using, I
also believe it's helpful to understand that each culture has to reflect upon the way we develop ourselves and define what it is to be women, and the ways we have developed, and then, from there, try
to make a more integrated and a more plentiful and joyous way of living. So I'm happy to be here
with you, in part as the result of the privilege of my friendship with Professors Peters and Ames; it
has been wonderful for me.
I have had the opportunity to share a co-pastor position with my husband in a marginal area
of Mexico City for 18 years. From there, I became interested to explain what was going on in the
ways women were developing their lives. I came to see that they had a way of expressing themselves
and of being and developing the family dynamic. I didn't know what was sustaining this way of
expressing themselves as women and developing their own families. And so, using the approach of
psychology helped me to use a tool to discover what was going on. From there, I could make some
pastoral proposals about how you can change things, how you can improve them.
But first, we have to take a quick tour through a long piece of history. Probably most of you
are aware that you are now celebrating Columbus Day; in Mexico we are no longer celebrating that.
For us the fact of the Conquest is very sad, because it represents the tearing apart of what we had
built up and constructed before the conquerors came to our land. Though the events of the sixteenth century may seem remote, their effects are still very potent, and we must think of the Conquest as a background to what is going on with women today in Mexico. When the conquerors
came to Mexico, they did not pretend to make a friendly encounter. They supposed we were a rich
land in gold and silver, and that was of course true. So they did not pretend to build a friendship
with us; they only wanted that richness, and then they destroyed practically all the things we had
built up as a culture. They did not recognize our scientific advancements, our religion, our government, our cultural expressions, our sports-everything. And most important for the subject we are
dealing with, they used women merely for sexual satisfaction. They did not build lives or families
with these conquered women. In fact, a single soldier might use 20 or 25 indigenous women, and
most of them got pregnant. The indigenous men were either killed or enslaved. This is going to
explain a little bit of something very relevant in our culture, since it began a pattern whose effects
are still present with us.
These women did not reject these babies, because they were the only things the women had
for certain; they didn't have anything else. They were no longer owners of their own land, they did
not have their husbands because they were all dead, and they did not have any more relevant recognition in the new society. Also, for these new babies, lacking a community or even a family structure
in any more extended sense, the only significant person that was close to them was their mother, so
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that created a very special connection between a mother and her children in Mexico. Further, this
has an implication in the new spirituality that came to our land, that came with this presence of God
the Father. For all the indigenous people, this new God was more powerful than either one of their
gods. But this new God came in a way that you could not have any relationship to him. He even
brought his own son in a terrible condition-he came on a cross, all crippled with blood. The indigenous people said, "Well, with this God, we cannot do anything to make him happy; he even brought
his son to this condition, and we cannot expect any help from his son, because he is exactly as powerless as we are." So they could not relate to this new expression of God.
Not long after the arrival of the conquerers came the apparition of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
The Virgin of Guadalupe is a Roman Catholic expression of faith, and it is supposed to represent
Mary, the mother of Jesus. Mary shows up in different cultures with different-colored skin,
according to the place where she appears, and so in Mexico we have the appearance of the Virgin of
Guadalupe. This vision appeared not to powerful churchmen, and not to the conquerers, but to a
humble man, probably the child of an indigenous woman and the soldier who ignored both her and
the child. To this poor man, the Virgin said, "You are my child." And thus she established a powerful connection between the indigenous peoples and this new religion. They really could connect
with her because she represented the only thing of comfort that remained in their lives. It was like
their own mother, the only thing they had. The appearance of this vision started a powerful bond to
this new expression of faith. Even today in Mexico City, actually, if you asked a person, "Who
would you say is the most significant woman in your country?" they immediately would say, "The
Virgin of Guadalupe and my mother."
It's interesting that when you read about the appearance of the Virgin, the words she says are
pretty much what a mother would say. She would say to the men who found her, "Don't you worry;
I'll be in charge of everything that's in your concern. Go and build a shrine so that you can worship
me-that's the only thing I ask of you-and I'll be in charge of the things that are worrying you."
That's exactly the message their own mother would give them, so they could connect to this expression of faith. That's the part of understanding the role of mother that you can find in our history.
The other thing you can find in family structure in Mexico is the relevance of mothers in our
Mother
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Partner
culture. In Mexico, a family can be defined as excess of mother, absence of father, and a lot of siblings. From this point, I was interested not only in understanding why this type of family was so
common in my country, but also what could I do to help my people learn new ways of being a family.
There is a concern there because I have seen different problems that come from being this type of
family. So now, I'm going to share what came to be so helpful for me from the jungian perspective.
Carl Jung and his disciple, Tony Wolf, developed a proposal about what are the feminine parts relative to women. They would say that the women had to develop four aspects: Mother, Partner,
Amazon and Medium. He proposes that in order to understand women's lives in a given culture,
you must observe what models are most popular and which aspects of woman these models represent. They can come from fairy tales, from economics, from politics, from soap operas, whatever.
You need to find what aspects are more valued in certain cultures, since each one of these aspects
has a positive and negative effect depending on the balance they can make with the opposite. Too
much stress upon one aspect will push it into a negative. For example, in my culture, since our
models are found in the Virgin of Guadalupe and in every woman's "my mother," women value the
10
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mother aspect most strongly. But though this can be positive, when it goes out of balance it can
cause deep problems both personally and societally.
If you are a woman who develops the Mother aspect, your positive characteristics are that you
are able to take care of others, you nurture, love, and protect. If someone is in need of developing,
you will help them to gain this capability of building their lives on their own. That would be the
positive aspect of the Mother. Now, if you stress this too much, then you get the negative aspect.
Trying all the time to take care of others, she can become overprotective, and she may make the
other one dependent upon her. But it works both ways, because she is also dependent on others. She
always needs someone to be in charge of. Also, she can use blackmail, saying, "Oh, I have done so
much for you, and you don't think about me, but when I die, then you will recognize all the good
things I have done for you." So, she gives to others, but she's making a list that's always so long that
all your life you cannot pay back all the things she's done for you!
The opposite in the Jungian schema is the Partner; it is the aspect of a woman that can help
you relate to others, but it's an equal position, like grown-up people. For a woman it is the capability to relate to her men, and if it is positive, she has the capability of being a friend, of listening,
being close, developing intimacy, working out in a mature way her sexuality, being sensuous or
attractive to others. But also it is someone who will love others, and at the same time will equally
accept that love in return. She will build up a man who would be able to live without her. Now, if
you stress too much upon it and go to the negative, it would be someone who is so concerned about
falling in love, it will not matter who the man is, so long as it is someone who is making her feel this
way. Or, the other negative aspect is that the woman would be so bonded to her husband, and he
would be so bonded to her, that they cannot respond to anything other than themselves, like Romeo
and Juliet. Their relationship is so powerful that they need to die; there's nothing in their life, only
the other one.
The other axis has to do with the way we view life. One side is the Amazon, and the Amazon's
positive aspect would be someone who values herself just for the right to exist, and she believes also
that woman by herself is valuable. The positive Amazon is someone independent, assertive, selfvalued, someone who can get what she wants. The negative aspects that could come with the
Amazon are that she might be very selfish, and the only thing that matters in life is her and the concerns which she herself considers relevant. Positively in her relationship to men, she might be wholesomely competitive, but pushed to an extreme, her feelings would be those of unmanageable rivalry.
She might say, "What do we need men for? We can live without them." Also, I have seen that the
Amazon would be the woman who has her whole life in her agenda, (even literally the little appointment book) and everyone who is close to her has to fill the correct slot on her own agenda. She's
pretty much the person who has not only a monthly agenda, but for the whole year. For example,
she would say, "Okay, four years here in Valparaiso, then three more years to get a master's, and
then time to get married-let's see who's available. Okay, here-you!" And then she will say, "Oh,
time for babies, so what day would be the best? I can fit you in on Thursday at 7." So you have to fill
in her agenda. She would be someone who wants to be the best in everything she does. If she gets
married, she would read a book called Ten Steps to Be the Best Wife (or Lover). Then she would read
it and say, "Okay, let's try it. First step: get in this position, and then something like this." Or if she
has a child, then she would read Ten Steps to Be the Best Mother. She would say, "Okay, here it says
spend ten minutes of quality time, so ... start. Okay, it's your time. You're taking five minutes!"
Opposed to the Amazon on the axis is the Medium, an aspect much harder to understand or
describe, partly because we don't have it too much, either in your culture or in mine. The Medium
would be a woman who, as the opposite of the Amazon, doesn't believe she is the center of the universe. The Medium would believe that she is part of the universe, part of history. A Medium would
be a person who can be sensitive to others, who can be flexible with things and doesn't need them
right away, who doesn't believe that reality depends on her control or her organization. It's someone
who perceives things holistically in a more intuitive way, more visionary and creative. That would
be the positive aspect. The negative would be lacking a sense of what she really is. She might let

others take over her decisions, instead of being someone who really knows what she wants. She
would pretty much be in context with the universe or the stars. In an extreme sense, she could be
unable to distinguish between herself and her surroundings, losing touch with reality.
The challenge, of course, is to try to be in a balance. Everyone has a good thing to be developed, and you need to balance in order to have the best of each of them. For example, in Mexican
culture, we have put too much stress upon the Mother. What you can find in families is something
that can be very sad. For the problem is that when you as a woman believe that the very best thing
you can be is to be a mother, you have to build up conscious strategies to always have your children
close to you. The first part is getting pregnant; you really need to be pregnant badly. But the problem
is not getting pregnant and having a child. The problem is that in order to always have them around,
you don't let them grow. So, in Mexico there are two conscious strategies I have observed.
The first is that when a woman gets married to a man, she knows that the most important
woman for her husband is his mother. So she needs to have a boy to repeat the same connection.
The best way to have a boy who will always be close to his mother is to build him up as a macho
man. A macho is a child with the body of an adult. But really, inside, he's just a little boy who has
temper tantrums, screaming that he wants his tortillas calientes, he wants his bottle (it makes you
think of an alcoholic, because he wants his bottle, instead of milk). The way you build up a macho
in this society is that the mothers will ask all the siblings to take care of this preferred one (usually
the oldest one); so she tells his sister, "You will clean his clothes, you will clean his room, you will
feed him, you will iron his clothes." So this one just has to sit and say what he wants, and Mommy
loves him a lot. So if you get married to this macho man, you know for sure his mother is included
in the package. The only person who can stand a macho man is the mother. So you build him up
that way so he's really incapable of being a husband, and then he will remain always close to the
mother. It's done unconsciously, and it's very common in my culture.
The other unconscious strategy is that you take one of the girls when she is a teenager, and
start telling her that you suspect she is having an affair with a boy at school. And if she takes too
long to come home from school, the mother will suspect. "Are you watching a man?" "No, mother,
I'm doing homework." "Oh, homework, is that what you call it now?" And she will scare her and
say, "If you get pregnant, I will throw you out of the house." She says that so often that the girl will
finally accept and believe, "Okay, if my mother thinks I'm that way, what else can I expect from
life?" So then the first man that says, "Oh, you're wonderful," she says, "I will go with you." Usually, she will come back pregnant, and when she comes back, the mother will accept her, because
after all, she is the "good mother," and she will say to her, "You know, you have proven that you are
not capable of building up your life on your own. So I will be in charge of your life, and I will be
raising this baby." Even on the birth certificate, they will put both their names, and the birth mother
will be named as a sister, not a mother. It's very common that this girl will remain at home. Eventually, she may build up her life, but only on the condition that she won't take the grandchild away
from the grandmother. That's the only way she can build up her own life. If she says there's any
chance that she will take away the grandchild, the grandmother will do whatever she can not to let
that baby go. That's one way that you assure very probably that you will die before the grandchild,
so you will maintain your identity as Mother up until your own death.
Of course, the aspect of Mother is not only in our culture. There are other cultures that also
emphasize the mother. But the style in which we look at the mother is different; in our kids, it's
related to the Virgin of Guadalupe. To our young people, the Virgin appears as a good goddess, the
whole and perfect picture of perfect love. That makes a problem in our country, because then, all
the things that are related to the mother are positive If you are in favor of love, you are in favor of
mothers. Everyone will explain what the mother does because of love. They would say, "Oh, if she
doesn't let you go to the party, she did it because she loves you." If she doesn't let you get married,
it's because she loves you. So all the negatives are made positive. So that also means, for us, all the
Partner aspects are made negative. So we have a very difficult time allowing the Partner aspect to
develop at all in a woman's personality.
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Also, one thing that comes from this mother associated to the Virgin of Guadalupe is that if
you look at the shrine where she is, you can only see her face, because she has a long robe. That
gives you another connotation about the body-the body is denied. We almost do not recognize our
body. It is very common that women in Mexico do not go to the doctor for two reasons. One,
because we are not in contact with our body because of this image of the Virgin, but the other
because if we take time, for example, to go to the hospital, and if we take the time they say we have
to rest, our children may find that they can live without us. So, it's very common that finally a
woman has to go to a hospital in an emergency situation, and she comes back home, and the second
day, you find her walking, holding her parts of the body that are in pain. That's the only way she can
be always there.
The other problem is that the Virgin of Guadalupe appears to be a single mother. Because you
cannot see her with her husband, with God. But she has a baby boy, Jesus, and it's exactly the same
vision mothers have for their children. They say, "My children are flesh of my flesh and bone of my
bone," the Biblical expression referring to Partners, and they will say it about their children, and
they will not accept the bond they can have to their own husbands. Husbands are not relevant; the
most significant other persons would be their children.
You can see why it would be hard for us to celebrate Columbus Day, since we are still struggling with the problems the Conquest helped to create. The more we love our mother, the more we
perpetuate the virtues of the Virgin, the perfect Mother, and the more we love the Virgin, the more
we have to fulfill the Mother. I think there are positives in our devotion to the Mother, but the
problem is that we have so much of the negatives. And also, we see that people cannot change their
history, because they are so related to their own mothers. Today, not in the majority, but in certain
groups we see a great deal of the Amazon, because of the influence of the United States-soap
operas and movies from here. I say to Mexican men, "Poor you. The Mother and the Amazon are so
powerful in our country. Now, combined, God bless you." It's terrible. I think the man is the figure
that is outside of our family dynamics. The father role, the husband/Partner role is not relevant, it's
not necessary. From the Amazon perspective, why do we need them? Women still get married to
macho men, because the image of the Mother through the Virgin is a good goddess, so where is the
bad aspect? You need a bad guy for your movie, and that is the husband. The more he abuses, then
you can say, "Oh, my mother's a saint. She can stand that type of man." So that's why she lets him
be the terrible one in the story. But the Amazon would just say, "We don't need him anymore." The
problem is that we are perpetuating a man who is still absent from the family dynamic. I think it's
interesting that Amazons would agree with certain Christian perspectives that the man is the head
of the house. They would say, "Oh, yes, he is the head of the house, but I show him how to be the
head of the house." So they would say, "Because you're head of the house, take us to the church.
Because you're head of the house, start praying." If not, they would say, "You know what, the door
is wide open. If you don't agree, then goodbye."
In pastoral care, we need to develop the Partner and Medium aspects in women so that we can
make a balance and stress the positives and not the negatives in our families. But also, we need to
teach men to be right here, not absent, to pursue their place in their family. We need that help in our
society, in order to get the richness of life. As women in Mexico, we are working upon this. If you
talk to someone who is sixty years old, and she has always been a mother, and you say, "You know
what, that's the only thing you have to develop." "What? When I have done all these things?" And
she won't agree, but with the new groups, you can try to explain and visualize these new opportunities to make an integration. If we can rescue the Medium and the Partner aspects for women, and
help them to balance the traditional emphasis on Mother and the contemporary popularity of the
Amazon, then our family structures will become much richer and more positive examples of abundant human life.
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UNDER A WINTER STAR
(for Karen and John)
You reach the cabin
hollow a notch
out of the hip-deep snow
to stow the car like canned berries
for the winter
dredge bagged gear up the drive
find a five-degree
reading on the larch by the porch
but feel five degrees
fewer once inside the door
where the sun stops short
and the stiff cold accumulates
deeper than old drifts
undisturbed for weeks
Tinder kindles in the stove
you stoke it full
follow your tracks down
the drive to ski a loop
before the long night
and the slight mercury begin
their mutual fall
One thin hour of light
casts white on white

birch on snow
a forest of shadow
cut by parallel lines
and the green gate of pines
the rhythm the stride
the muscle-burned glide
fire your stove
through grove and grove
and grove

Tim Gustafson
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A Literary Proohecy: for the New Millennium
or, What Every English Major Needs to Know about What('s) Next(?)

Janet L. Larson

I

n this se.,on of pwphecy, we join the eage. bands of visionacies pming cound the edge
of '99 to scan the cultural prospect for '00. As English Majors to the End, and spiritually Enlightened, we naturally consulted "the E at Delphi" (as Plutarch calls it), if somewhat by accident: an
oracle popped up when we clicked on HELP, and its main theme-a little self-serving perhaps on
the part of our electronic E-was the wondrous revelations that digital technology will bring to our
literary lives in the second millennium.
(Ed. note: Since our scanner couldn't quite manage the priestly hexameters, we translate directly
from the Ecstatic, an ancient Greek form of Hype, using the complimentary Sibylline Software™
that came in our prophecy kit. To avoid unduly agitating ourselves, we have suppressed the dirge
stanza about how Robotics will replace the Professoriate, and the Student Body as well, to free us for
sports and video games or lounging all day in our pajamas-for more practical things than Reading
and Talking about Books. We also omit the grand finale about the End of Readers, Talking, and
Books. It seems to us physically [sic] impossible for every work to be put online and then burned
before the Y2K monster bytes; and as long as Barnes & Noble and Amazon Dot Com keep vying for
market share, we trust that some products of the old Gutenberg technology will still be around.)

Sooth to say, we think we can see what's just ahead simply by studying what's already here,
like true prophets, although detractors will say we're just staring at our own noses. Fair enough. We
admit that foretelling, like satire and the vexed "Humanities" of the later twentieth century, is an
inexact science. That is exactly what English Majors like. So before this ancient cranky art is completely eclipsed by Probability Simulations and Market Projections, we rush our prophecy into
print, even though we're not sure we like all we heard, maintaining to the End that £-thoughtsEloquent, Exuberant, Erotic, Elegiac, Eclectic, Enchanting, Elementary, Epigrammatic, Enigmatic,
Egregiously inEffable and Epiphanic as they are-can't be crunched.
what('s) next?

@ By 2001 E-mail will become the literature industry standard, making it wholly impossible to
write, let alone read, sustained works like Wuthering Heights, Paradise Lost, or Howl, although our
spelling will be letter-perfect. Words like wuthering will be auto-replaced by preferred options (like
windy) from the Drop-Down User Word List and, along with 75 percent of the King James Version,

So you think
you're a
prognosticator?
Well, maybe
not.

SENDing Every Body UP
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will disappear from the language. (Since and is still used, the other 25 percent will still be accessible
in the On-Line Bible.) Our Late English will be swiftly eclipsed by Post-English, although Pre-PostEnglish will still be studied in translation for a few years until its ZIP disks are reformatted.

@ Victorianists happen to know that 174 years ago, Thomas Babington Macaulay predicted that
"as civilization advances, poetry almost necessarily declines" because scientific progress can do
nothing for "language, the machine of the poet," which is "best fitted for his purposes in its rudest
state." In the Visual Information Age, this prophecy will be buried in scorn when all E-mail Effusions are officially declared to be Poetry because they are displayed in splayed lines down the screen.
(Users who Hate Poetry can control this by "Force Justifying" everything they punch in.) This does
not mean of course that William Blake, who wanted everybody to be poets just as Moses envisioned
all the people as prophets, will be proved right after all. The fact that Poems can be punched in so
easily, for a fee, has already brought back into vogue the philosophy of Jeremy Bentham (inventor
of the term "User"), who wrote in 1825 that, "Prejudice apart, the game of push-pin is of equal
value [with poetry]" because it gives "the greatest happiness to the greatest number." As he sagely
observed, while "poetry and music are relished only by a few," "everybody can play at push-pin," an
innocent amusement (whatever it is) that entails none of the "mischiefs [that] have resulted from
this magic art."

@

In this spirit of moral utility, certain Vices will soon be "virtually eliminated" by interactive
Clean ScreenTM software which will make it possible to ESCAPE from personally offensive material
in any online text. No more need anyone be hassled by unpleasant moments in literary works as we
know them, as when (female) Sin begets (female) Death in what we were told was the Great Christian Epic. One-two, take 'em out! With this versatile information appliance, optional now but not
in the WinWinOO™ package to be marketed next year, you can also white out racial stereotypes in
Uncle Tom's Cabin, have your Matthew Arnold with the Elitism DELETEd, HIDE the private parts
in the Song of Songs by clicking on the Allegory Window, DRAG and DROP the anti-Jewish lines in
the gospels, and cheer up the endings of Greek tragedies by CUTting everything after the first screen
(Gk. skene). Student Alert: Most texts become shorter, making studying for the midterm much
easier if a bit hazardous, since your Professors still have the Book.

@ Thanks to allied work now in progress at Merriam-Webster, you will also be able to Execute
pejorative terms with the Memory Purification command (™ Pope John Paul II), and History, once
encoded in language, will no more intrude into your Thesaurus Dialog Box, DropDown User
Wordlist, or religion course texts. Feminist scholars, students of race, and anti-defamation leagues
of every sort will of course have a harder time proving their case, except from Old Books, and their
shelf life is numbered. Still, the whole family of Execution tools, too numerous to list here, boasts
strong practical advantages. The State of Florida, for example, will resolve its electric chair dilemma
by staging Virtual Executions on the Internet, displaying the consequences of Vice for all to see
without any actual blue-and-orange flames to disturb the digestions of judges, or the lives of the
condemned. Back at the University, that world of virtuality where errors are not fatal, future Professors will cope nicely with the perennial "vices" of student writers by running The Correct ProgramTM on all papers equally, thereby saving whole afternoons for sports and video games, not to
mention everyone's feelings.

@ In keeping with these popular preferences, a new generation of Lit-Video entertainments will
evolve, replacing graduate schools and other scholarly paraphernalia already on the way to extinction in the later 20th century. In the Critics Game you'll be able to mix-n-match your favorite theorists/theories at will (Freudian Close Reading, Feminist Backslash Hyper-Realism, and so on),
although it will be hard to come up with a combination that hasn't already been tried under the old
CUT and PASTE system. The Sir Speedy Game, an Indy 500 forE-Majors, will be for "Race-ing
Theory." Hotlinks to Gab Rooms, replacing the old online scholarly journals, will enable new
combos to be hatched instantaneously, further scrambled, rehashed, and midrashed by English
Eggheads who don't even have a degree. Warning: Some may be tempted to try, but should definitely avoid, the Virtual Illusions of Postmodernism Game, with its overlapping, infinitely regressing
screens and conveniently blocked FORWARD option.
@ To comfort those who feel keenly the "Death of the Author" announced by textualist critics
some time ago, English Department computers with special video and sound cards and an aging faculty will be set to "reincarnate" famous writers automatically 400, 300, 200, 100, etc. years after
their deaths. (Get all the dates down now to avoid stressful ''Appearances" on your POP-UP MENU.)
No more will English Professors need to read Dickens aloud, urging students who can't follow his
interminable sentences to "hear the voice behind the text." (Ditto ditto for New Testament professors whose students are struggling to make theo-logic out of Paul's epistles.) Nor will spirit mediums
need to be hired to interpret Charlotte Bronte's rapping under the seminar table. Every classroom
will have computer projection equipment enabling Virtual Authors to "talk" to us-some, even
"rap" with us-while the Professor activates their humanoid gestures from the Toolbar. Toggling
between screens will let them play their own games of ''Author, Author" while we watch to see who
WINS. A hidden control panel will enable Critics Game players to predetermine the outcome, as
now.
If this seems too much like yet another Monopoly spin-off, users can get into the Reincarnation™ program's Touchy-Feely screen, where you'll be able to interact safely and freely (for a fee)
with your least and most favorite Authors-pull Shakespeare's nose, ruffle Whitman's beard, find
out for sure if Moses has horns or just surprised hair, wipe Elizabeth Barrett's tears with your hanky,
or squash Kafka's carapace with no mess at all. On the Scratch-and-Sniff screen (where the Kafka
option is conveniently blocked), you can inhale Emily Dickinson's gingerbread, smell a rat with
Hamlet, save an awful lot of time by taking a snort on the madeleines link, or drink in the brine and
whisky in Hemingway's beard even without a valid I.D. The playful user will want to try interchanging Author costumes on the Fashion Plate screen: POP Dr. Johnson's wig on Virginia Woolf
(whose hair always did want attention), HIDE George Eliot's chin in a Spencerian ruff, INSERT
Gertrude Stein into Emily's famous white dress (using the optional Shrink command for Gertrude
or the Expand key for the dress). With a complementary Morph browser and the Hint hotlink on
the Department's Enhanced Website, students can perform these same operations anonymously on
English professors who could use a little grooming. (In this application push-pin is not allowed.)
@ By 2006, this type of Student Evaluation will no longer be necessary, or even possible, when
Distance Universities are fully operative sites. For a fee, you (the student) will CLICK on an icon
(the course) and BEHOLD the Associate Professor's edited image flicker amidst lively applets on
the skene, a commercial innovation that makes the syllabus more dynamically appealing to academic consumers (students). You then SCROLL or RUN through the "course"-the metaphor proves
apt-as fast as ever you can, depending on your RAM, and can thereby entirely ESCAPE the old
messy social-interaction model of the educational process. Professors, who can make all this happen
without getting out of bed, will advance up the ranks from mere Hotlinks to be punched on, to
Bitmaps that are gazed upon, and will be evaluated for tenure by the number of Course Website
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Visits racked up (CWV's), with their attendant University fees, as middle managers are assessed now
by the volume of their revenue-producing E-mail. As Pentium chips bid farewell to Mr. Chips in the
New Religious Age of the Computer, Pajamas will replace Tweeds and Ikonization in WinWin will
become the ultimate academic honor.

janet Larson, who has
been writing satire
since she was 10 and
believes she has

@

An END of frustration and boredom, if also sense and good taste, is in sight for both the stu-

dent who must write the Research Paper and the Professor who must read it. (Here, assuming students who uphold the Honor Code, we backspace over the oracle's ragings about rampant plagiarism
via the Internet.) In the 21st Century students' use of quotations, besides being uncheckable once
primary sources are customized by the user, will be even more creative than under the old CUT and
PASTE system. Employing the Yahoo!™ engine, for a fee, even the culturally underprepared student can mix any Author's words with any other's into a pleasing, diabolical, or humorous jambalaya. You can load Beowulf right into Ginsberg for a real howl, jazz up the Elizabethan English of
Wuthering Heights with Gertrude Stein lines, cheer up Heart of Darkness by dubbing the Mad Hatter
in, or (with a sound card) make Captain Ahab burst into comic arias from Gilbert and Sullivan or
Beckett, whatever works for you and seems likely to tickle the fancy of your Professor. To get all
this recreation under virtual CTRL, English Departments will neatly SCROLL their Literature
courses into the Creative Communications Track, and E-ureka! all our dilemmas will be solved.
What else is the future for?

f
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THREE POEMS BY EUGENE DUBNOV

TO THE MEMORY OF OSIP MANDELSTAM
Neither a cry the empty earth magnifies
Nor a funeral cortege through the land,
But a terrible birth-pang whose icy
Umbilical links you and Russia.

Arise then, appear dressed in brightness
Along the high-tiered flinty ways;
Be with us and yet be still distant,
Pass death by, delusion and fear-

That our speedy skates may be swerving
When the night is amazedly still,
That landscapes of evil might crumble
At the magical footfall of verse.

Translated from Russian by Peter Porter with the author.
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MOSCOW
I hide my face against the tramcar window
Which frost, a whimsical reader, understands:
Just so, a troubled child lays down his sorrow
Held by his mother's mitigating hands.

Love me and open-armed fling wide your gates,
And for my sake unlock your sacral doors,
Walk with me all your alleyways and parks,
Walk with me all your avenues and squares;

Lead me to where the chilling air unravels
My breath in tatters, as a threadbare sheet;
Moscow, I love within your late-night tramcars
Beside the window there, a vacant seat.

Translated from Russian by John Heath-Stubbs with the author.

WITH THE FACE UPHELD
Holding up the face,
light will gush from the throat,
a half-dark house
resounding to a minuet.
A technique to defend
dignity on edge,
a stance to privilege
this chosen end.
Grass is a sounding string;
voices in the wind;
implacable words
exhausting the vocal cords.
A step, and the mouth's round bell,
and the hand's trajectory;
and swivelling lips will waste
themselves in euphony.
A plaster mask or a trace
left in the empty air,
a half-dark house,
a loud minuet there.
This is blood conversing
with cathedral bells,
blood's rhythm coursing
across the mirrored walls.
And now lit up through looking
deep in your own eyes
you will qualify death
with the first theme of wordswhen out of mortal mouth
gushes the blazing light.
A half-dark house,
a resounding minuet.

Translated from the Russian by Peter Porter with the author.
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The Lord exists forever;
your word is firmly fixed in heaven.
Your faithfulness endures to all generations;
you have established the earth, and it stands fast.
By your appointment they stand today,
for all things are your servants.

the work of saints

Thomas D. Kennedy

If your law had not been my delight,
I would have perished in my misery.
I will never forget your precepts,
for by them you have given me life.
I am yours; save me,
for I have sought your precepts.
The wicked lie in wait to destroy me,
but I consider your decrees.
I have seen a limit to all perfection,
but your commandment is exceedingly broad.
Psalm 119:89-96

Today is the Feast Day of Saints Simon and Jude-two virtual nonentities of the early Christian church. You'll perhaps have read the the New Testament letter attributed to Jude-at only 25
verses it is a perennial favorite among students and pious but overworked faculty. And you may
have called upon St. Jude, the patron of lost causes, before a recent exam. But there's not a whole
lot more you know about Jude or Simon; there's not a whole lot more to know. Except, as legend
has it, that they believed that there is a truth to be known and lived, and that they died as martyrs
pointing to that truth. They died, witnesses to the everlasting Word firmly fixed in heaven, though
never absent here on earth. And we are here today, not because of the joy of their worship-as good
as that may have been-but because of the witness of Simon and Jude, because they delighted in the
law, in the Word that gives life.
I'm not a very good Lutheran. You see, I don't care for paradox, and according to some lights
the genius of Lutheranism is the Lutheran love of paradox. I'm not fond of paradox-too often we
accept that which is apparently paradoxical because we are too fuzzy-minded or too lazy to work to
dissolve what only seems paradoxical. But let me try to prove my Lutheran credentials this morning
by publicly embracing a paradox. Here, today, I publicly embrace and I encourage you so to embrace, whatever your particular faith tradition-for this is an ecumenical paradox-what we might
call the Thomistic paradox, after the greatest thinker yet to grace the Christian church, Thomas
Aquinas.
As you know, Aquinas was a 13th century Italian who outraged his family by abandoning the
family business in order to become a preacher, so to speak. Trained at Cologne-one of the greatest
of the medieval universities-where his fellow students knew him more for his corpulence than his
academic skills, he later wrote two massive and magnificent works of philosophy and theology-the
Summa Contra Gentiles-a sophisticated treatise on what you need to know in order to evangelize
truthfully-and the Summa Theologiae, an extraordinarily rich and wonderful exposition of what
Christians believe. Thomas lived his life, like Simon and Jude, pointing to the truth.
You may be thinking, "Look here, Kennedy, I know something about Thomas and what you
say is not quite right. Thomas is the one who writes about angels, isn't he, who tries to answer the
question of whether angels are spatially located and whether for an angel to understand is to be?
Thomas is that primitive (and perhaps, problematic) biologist and psychologist who tries to describe in intricate detail the nature of human action as well as human reproduction. Thomas is the
one who replied, when asked what he thanked God most for, that "I have understood every page I
ever read." Thomas is the one who, as G.K. Chesterton put it, "bothered his head with every hair-

A December favorite,
St. Nicholas' Day
plays a role
in the day of
three other
great saints
of the Church,
as
Professor Kennedy's
homily
reminds us.

splitting distinction and deduction, about the Absolute or the Accident, merely to prevent [people]
from misunderstanding Aristotle."
True enough, reading Aquinas is not like reading Jude. True enough, when you read very much
of Aquinas you will not immediately see how what he writes about-what it means to know something, the relation between act and potentiality-has anything to do with God or pointing to God.
Ah, you might say, there's the Lutheran paradox-whatever we do, religious or not, becomes religious for those who are set free by Christ. Not so! Or, I should say, that's not the Thomistic paradox.
Here's the paradox: Thomas Aquinas, that huge, intellectual giant, believed that all truth
points to God, that any truth he discovered, that anything he came to know, would lead, ultimately,
to God. He devoted himself to the pursuit of learning because to know is, deeply, to know about
God and to know about God is to love God. So hour after hour, day after day, week after week, year
after year, Thomas was, like you and like me, a student. He wrote, he lectured, he tested, because
truth and knowledge matter because God matters. Thomas was a gift of God to the church, entrusted with the everlasting Word, and because Thomas and his colleagues studied, examined the
Christian faith, and marked it in their words and in their hearts, because of their work, today we
praise not some unknown God-praise that might well have wonderful psychological benefits for
us-because of Thomas' study, we praise the everlasting Word, God made flesh. "We are yours; oh
that you would save us! for we study your commandments." Had it not been for the intellectual devotion of St. Thomas, and the devotion of the church fathers before him, and Simon and Jude and
the apostles before them, we could not be here. But because he wrote the Summa, because he lived
to point to the truth, because he gave his hours and his days over to truth, the Truth has been passed
on. But, that is not the paradox.
Here's the paradox : Thomas never finished his grand, his magnificent, Summa. He quit
working on it in December of 1273, after something happened to him during the Mass of the feast
of St. Nicholas. "I cannot go on .... All that I have written seems like so much straw compared to
what I have seen and what has been revealed to me." There's the paradox: what is perhaps the
greatest intellectual accomplishment of human history, the brightest gold that humans have produced, is straw. Here's the paradox: There was no more important work that Thomas might have
done in his life. Because he loved God he studied and because he studied you and I can know and
love God. He devoted his life to the pursuit of truth, to the pursuit of God. Nothing could have
mattered more! And yet, and yet, it is but straw. "0 Lord, your word is everlasting; it stands firm in
the heavens."
Here's the paradox: Nothing is more important in our time here as faculty and students at Valparaiso University than that we pursue the truth and that we pursue it all the way back to God.
That is our calling; that is our vocation during our brief time together. Nothing, nothing, can matter
more to an academic community than to know and, finally, to know God. You and I can do nothing
better for the church of the future than to do what Thomas did-to explore, to investigate, to connect with the world of the everlasting Word. The world needs our work. The church needs our
work.
But, it is straw, of course. It is straw. The church cannot be the church, the world cannot be a
proper world, without our academic work. Nothing could matter more than that we pursue knowledge, that we seek the truth which is, ultimately, in God. But our accomplishments are straw. Gold,
yes, if we are a Thomas-for most of us here more likely a sliver of silver or a nugget of nickel.
Gold, yes, but straw.
That would be bad news, horrible news, were it not for what Thomas saw. "I see that all things
come to an end, but your commandment, your word, 0 God, has no bounds." Brothers and sisters
in Christ, the good news is that our lives have meaning, that we have been entrusted with a vocation
of scholarship; nothing matters more to the world and to the church than what we are doing in our
years here. That is the gold we offer. Brothers and sisters in Christ, the good news is that all of our
words and all of our work, all of our gold is straw. "0 Lord, your word is everlasting; it stands firm
in the heavens." Amen. f
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LETTER FROM CENTRAL AFRICA
No mean feat, this, when he could be drinking
beer in the shade or picking tomatoes
from the neighbor's garden or just sitting
under a mosquito net, wishing it weren't
so damned hot. Instead, his forearm
shadows a sheet of paper: The peace
of Allah be with you, a body of French,
and he closes in N' Gambaye. She won't
be quite sure what that means.

Still an envelope, an address, a long
bike ride to the post office-crumbling
colonial plaster on a hilltop outside town.
He climbs the steps to a barred window
and chooses carefully. He licks the backs
of four cathedrals and one Pope, placing
His Holiness beside her name, the pale hand
raised in blessing. The clerk is diligent,
pounds the stamps with his fist, nods.

The dog barks at the mailman's back
as I empty the box. Bills, a magazine,
something with no return address.
Two possibilities: he keeps faith
with the world, planes and people alike;
or maybe what I receive
is not his concern.

Celeste Duder
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latino flavors

James Combs

James Combs, who
writes regularly
for The Cresset on
popular culture,
is most recently
author of

Play World,
forthcoming from
Praeger.
He is soon off to
London for
the Millenium.
Ring them bells.

It likely dates this aging columnist that
he still has his textbooks from School. This
includes my early gradeschool "see Spot run"
books (which, according to eBay, are now worth
a small fortune), a high school health book
which recommends a health-rending "good
breakfast" (eggs, sausage and bacon, butter and
toast, whole milk, coffee and cream and sugar,
now all deemed poison), and a surprising
number of college texts. Those of us who originated in the now charmingly dated print culture
developed the habit of not only buying and
reading textbooks, but also keeping them.
Anyone connected to higher education knows
these habits have long since vanished. Among
contemporary students, those few who bothered
to buy their texts line up to sell them to bookbuyers at semester's end. The rest seem quite
content, and some quite proud, that they didn't
read the textbooks. And almost all do not seem
to value books: they don't want to keep them,
cherish them, re-read them, use them. It is
impossible to imagine a room in their future
homes filled with books. The Right attributes
this change to the contempt for books and
authors and literature inspired by French intellectuals and passed down through professors
who share this curious urge to destroy the very
thing they profess to love. But appreciation of
the humanities has long been the province of a
few: bourgeois philistinism discovered contempt
for gifted expression long before it became the
latest intellectual fashion from Paris. (Fashion
does seem to be a peculiarly Gallic trait, but one
can imagine there is more appreciation of beauty
among those who watch a fashion show of the
latest women's fashions than amongst those who
pore over the interminable and impenetrable
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pronouncements of Foucault and Derrida; intellectual fashion is a grimmer business than the
dazzling spectacle of parading models.)
Actually, those oddballs like myself who
keep and hoard books do indeed find ourselves
going back to some of those we acquired and
read long ago in School. No doubt there is an
element of nostalgia and familiarity at work
here, which bends older folks towards cultural
conservatism. One such book is Addison Hibbard's edited reader, Writers of the Western
World, in which he distinguishes the tempers of
literature: classicism, romanticism, and realism.
These tempers are found in all ages, he claims,
and in great variety: symbolism is but a variant
in the temper of romanticism, impressionism a
modality within realism, and so on. Even though
I first encountered this schema in a class in 1962,
I have never forgotten it, perhaps because I kept
the book, and have found it useful if no doubt
all too simple and devoid of intellectual subtlety.
(After doing a book on Machiavelli, it occurred
to me that he, like many other great writers, was
a combination of all three tempers: classical in
his admiration of the ancients and the Roman
republic; realistic in his tough-minded pragmatism; and romantic in his yearnings for a citizen
army and a unified Italy.)
Hibbard's old-chestnut distinction I also
have found to be useful in the study of popular
culture. Popular fiction, for instance, includes
all three tempers: there are elements of classicism in the war novel, realism in such genres as
hard-boiled fiction and the existential novel, and
romanticism in the agrarian novel and women's
fiction . Now it must be said that these middlebrow and lowbrow efforts are poor versions of
highbrow tradition: The Naked and the Dead is

not Homer, Farewell, My Lovely is not Dostoevski, and Bridgit ]one's Diary is not Rousseau's
Confessions. Yet it helps to understand popular
expression as descendants of the classics, in
many ways perpetuating a popular tradition that
derived its original power and impetus from
great works of the past.
Perhaps this is nowhere more clear than
in the development of popular romance. The
romantic, said Hibbard, is "emotional and passionate," emphasizes the "personal and unrestrained imagination," is "moved by the mystery
of existence", hopes for "a better world", and
desires to remake the world "nearer to the
heart's desire." This interest in the emotional life
finds its noblest expression in the canonical
authors-Boccaccio, Cervantes, Wordsworth,
Poe, and so on-that Hibbard would have
thought beyond question or reproach. Now that
they are, we may even wonder whether younger
profs at heart think such figures as representative of one of the most cardinal contemporary
sins, old-fogeyism. Certainly we can understand
the younger professoriat blending together high
and popular traditions, since they grew up with
it. This blend is probably nowhere more clear
than in romance. The romance has a long tradition, one strand of which has been the woman's
novel, long before the recent expanse of popular
culture. It is hard for me to believe that the position of women in society has not been enhanced
by the example of romantic exemplars such as
the bright and feisty Elizabeth Bennett or the
delightful Sophie Western, and likely in a negative, don't-try-this-at-home sense, also romantic
disasters such as Emma Bovary and Anna
Karenina, and even operators as the opportunistic Becky Sharp and steel magnolia Scarlett
O'Hara.
The mention of Scarlett lets us segue into
the spread of women's story into our popular
century. For Gone With the Wind combines some
grand popular traditions of romance: the adventure story, involving a search or flight or quest,
set in turbulent and picturesque times, but also
retaining a recombinant moral: virtue protected
is rewarded, virtue squandered or used is punished. This is the temper of sentimental
romance, still extant in Harlequin romances in
which the heroine retains her honor and still
gains her fortune. Yet Scarlett and other fictional

figures belie our ambivalence: by the 1930's,
sentimental romances dared to depict women
adventurers in tales in which they assert their
independence, use their wits and bodies, endure
the usual hardships, and somehow at the end
retain their innocence and get their man. (Moll
Flanders comes to mind, and recall how Becky
Sharp was always protesting her "innocence;"
but for popular camp, remember Forever
Amber?) More recently, the romance novel
industry independent of the Barbara Cartland
empire pumps out vast amounts of erotica for
women (see Carol Thurston, The Romance Revolution). Largely written by and for women,
they have moved sentimental romance from a
fable of morality to a fable of happiness. The
adventuring female, both in historical and contemporary settings, is like her predecessors intelligent and plucky, but now less likely to be either
a sexual victim or a sexual non-participant.
These latter-day Scarletts may be beset with
adversity and burdened with woes, but they are
unlikely to throw themselves in front of trains
out of moral guilt. In the end, their decided
sexual activity does not necessarily deny them
happiness; quite the contrary, they had quite a
lot of fun along the way to finding a rich and
handsome husband.
Something of the same sort of change
has worked its way into the television soap
opera. Those old enough to remember earlier
TV soaps, and indeed the radio soaps that began
in the 1930's, can recall how pristine they were.
Usually involving an extended family and standard domestic problems, they tended to focus
on the women as moral agent, pitting those who
guarded familial integrity and fidelity against
those who would destroy value. In our jaded
age, in retrospect they seem sentimental to the
point of maudlin. But that's our problem: look
at soap operas now. Happiness is a quest that is
unending: there is never a happily ever after,
only the restless search for new mates and new
pleasures and new money. Sentiment is still present in the infamously recurrent conventions of
the genre-incurable diseases that go into remission, lovers that vanish and show up years later,
hysterical pregnancies, lots of hospital scenes as
someone lingers close to death. But sentimentality seems to be in retreat, becoming replaced
by a harder-edged value, a kind of temporary

self-interest that would have made Moll Flanders blush. We may even wonder, of both the
romance novel and the soap opera, if the
romance is going out of it, to be superseded by
sexual adventureness and professional class selfseeking. The young certainly are restless, and the
beautiful are certainly bold enough, but the
romance seems to have wrung out of them.
(There is, for instance, very little of what used to
be called courtship: romance novels, good and
bad, and the older soaps would have courtships
that lasted for years, much courting in the sense
of serenades and dances and gifts, and that most
wrenching of romantic plot twists, unrequited
love.)
This leads us to our core speculation: if
these changes in popular romance mean anything, it could be that we are changing from a
desire for stories to a desire for gossip. Perhaps
French intellectuals are on to something when
they insist that narrative, and "masternarratives", has fallen into disuse (they immediately
want to elevate this to eternal disrepute, but I
have a feeling narrative has more staying power
than Left Bank philosophizing). Our media-conditioned focus on the immediate and sensational
tends us to impatience towards stories of length
and complexity and "round" characters. Stories
such as romance novels or traditional soaps were
long and involved chronicles with emotional
highs and lows and loves and hates and defining
and climactic events and encounters. Romance
novels are increasingly simple and short tales
with "flat" characters and lurid involvements
and not much of a story; relationships on TV
soaps rarely last a year, are immediately in
trouble when consummated, and at once
encounter temptation that usually proves to be
irresistible. Few characters last for decades as
they used to; lovers and children and friends
often vanish quickly once they are "used up" for
fickle audiences. They seem to be utilized as
objects of gossip, fictional equivalents of who
and what is talked about at the hairdresser and
barbershop. The "story" of gossip is immediate
and simple and virtually non-narrative, in that it
doesn't involve much length, plot complication,
or moral. The glories of traditional romancethe forever burning and unfulfilled love of
Heathcliffe and Cathy, the Gothic nightmare but
persistent tenderness of Jane Eyre, and my
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favorite, the plight of the second Mrs. DeWinter
in Rebecca-now seem unworkable as popular
formulas. (This is not entirely true: the waves of
popularity accorded films first of Jane Austen's
novels and then Shakespeare's comedies alert us
to the recrudescence of a desire for true
romance, and recurrent hit movies with weepy
romance, such as Titanic, still sell. But in the
movies, romance tends to survive only in the
romantic comedy, which treats passion as comic,
largely a ridiculous feature of frenetic urban
life.)
There is a British evolutionary biologist
named Robin Dunbar (in his book Grooming,
Gossip, and the Evolution of Language) who
makes the speculative but plausible argument
that human language originated in gossip. Our
ancestors did lots of grooming and watching
each other; as social relations developed and
protohumans did things with each other, the
watchers wanted to explain to fellow groomers
what their neighbors were up to. (The Old English word "gossip" meant kinsman, companion,
crony.) Rather than functional purposes (there's
game close by) or mythic or ritual uses (we meet
around the fire to celebrate the origins of the
tribe), language originated in us telling each
other what was going on. And what was going
on was local knowledge: the fight that Bwah and
Gawh had, the guy in the next tree who's
cheating on his mate, the unruly kids my kin
cannot control, and so on endlessly. The first
abbadabbadabba phrase of intelligible human
speech may have been "Have you heard about
Bwah and Gawh?"
Perhaps gossiping became the origin of
human narrative, but at the present we may
ponder whether we are suffering through a
regression. People may have trouble with complicated and lengthy narrative, but they do love
gossip. Television soaps are not alone in their
taste for the immediate and lurid and revealing.
So too are other TV formats. Talk shows involve
talk about many things, not the least of which is
celebrities talking about celebrities, including
themselves. There is an entire subgenre of entertainment reporters who specialize in gossip
about royalty. And if news began as primitive
gossip and progressed to mass-mediated
reportage of the world, it has clearly regressed
recently back towards it primal origins. Political

news is now consumed by the gossip culture, and
great rewards go to simpletons like Limbaugh or
slimy hacks like Drudge to remasticate tribal
talk. The tone of such protonews is in the spirit
of malicious gossip: sarcastic, contemptuous,
destructive, and self-serving. Politics descends
into a fable of irony, with dissembling reporters
"revealing" that politicians are dissemblers, and
isn't it so funny that we found them out. To
paraphrase Hermann Goering, when I see such
news shows coming, I reach for my remote.
At the moment, the locus of popular
romance is in the widely viewed Latin American
soap operas. (In the U.S., you can see them on
Univision and Galavision; the former is now the
fifth largest network in the country, and dominates TV viewing in cities such as Miami and San
Antonio.) Made in Mexico and Venezuela, they
have attracted and charmed viewers all over
Latin America, and astoundingly, around the
world. In Romania, millions daily watch
Esmerelda, a Mexican-made soap about a beautiful blind woman who eventually recovers her
vision, has two doctors madly in love with her,
and struggles to maintain her virginity.
The Romanians apparently prefer them to
U.S. soaps, which they think has too much sex;
the Mexican soaps usually involve complicated
and ongoing plots but platonic struggles to win
the love of the lovely heroine. ("They like to see,
at least on screen, the love and tenderness they
want to have in their own lives," said a
Romanian sociologist.) Recently, a Mexican
soap opera star named Thalia, the lead in the
show "Mari Mar", made a triumphant tour of
the Philippines, where she and the show are a
sensation. ("Mari Mar" tells the story of a
peasant girl who moves to the city, meets a rich
and handsome man, is opposed by no less than
his stepmother, but eventually discovers that she

is in fact the lost daughter of a rich landlord, and
marries her love.) In the U.S. Southwest, Latin
soaps are often structured as "telenovelas",
which end after several months, usually
involving a Cinderella story. Mexican soap
opera productions are under pressure to keep up
with the luridity of American soaps, so recently
more daring themes have been introduced: a
married 50-year-old woman falls in love with a
man 20 years her junior, a wild girl dies of AIDS,
a priest falls in love, and so on. (The world
champs of televised purple passion, I understand, are the Brazilian soaps, which emit smoke
from TV screens every afternoon.)
Perhaps the appeal of the traditional
soaps and telenovelas of Latin America is their
rootedness in folklore. These familiar fables are
stories, not merely gossip, and they appeal as
fables of morality. They seem to have hit a
worldwide nerve, since we are all still mythic
creatures who are suckers for Cinderella stories,
complete with Prince Charmings and evil stepmothers and virginal peasant girls who turn out
to be lost princesses. These shows succeed
because they transcend language and culture and
continent. Unlike the gossipy and smutty purveyors of American TV dramas and news, they
retain a belief in the triumph of good over adversity and poverty and separation. The gap
between barrio and mansion is the mythic
descendant of cottage and castle, and virtue and
hope triumphs over decadence and cynicism.
Our primate ancestors moved on from gossiping
to storytelling; now we are told storytelling has
ended. The popularity of the Latin soaps tells us
differently: that the human desire for a story of
love conquering all still resonates in the heart.
As someone who always cries at the end of
Random Harvest, I can understand that. As the
song says, I'll take romance.

f

RIO DE JANEIRO
(from Veinte poemas para ser leidos en el tranvia)

La ciudad imita en carton, una ciudad de p6rfido
Caravanas de montafi.as acampan en los alrededores.
El <<Pan de Azucar>> basta para almibarar toda la
bahfa. . . El «Pan de Azucar>> y su alambre carril, que
perdera el equilibria por no usar una sombrilla de
papel.
Con sus caras pintarrajeadas, los edificios saltan
unos encima de otros y cuando estan arriba, ponen el
lomo, para que las palmeras les den un golpe de
plumero en la azotea.
El sol ablanda el asfalto y las nalgas de las mujeres,
madura las peras de la electricidad, sufre un crepusculo,
en los botonos de 6palo que los hombres usan basta
para abrocharse la bragueta.
iSiete veces al dfa, se riegan las calles con agua de
jazmin!
Hay viejos arboles pederastas, florecidos en rosas te;
y viejos arboles que se tragan los chicos que juegan al
arco en los paseos. Frutas que al caer hacen un huraco
enorme en la vereda; negros que tienen cutis de tabaco,
las palmas de las manos hechas de coral, y sonrisas
desfachatadas de sandia.
Solo por cuatrociento mil reis se toma un cafe, que
perfuma un barrio de la ciudad durante diez minutos.
Rio de janeiro, noviembre, 1920.

Oliverio Girondo

© Estate of Oliverio Girondo
and Visor Libros/Madrid
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RIO DE JANEIRO
(from Twenty Poems to Be Read on the Train)

The city mimics cardboard, a city of porphyry
Caravans of mountains camp in the milieu.
The "Sugar Bread" is enough to syrup all the bay... The "Sugar Bread" and its
wire coil-by not using a paper parasol, it will unbalance.
With their slashed, painted faces, the buildings jump, some on top of others.
When they are high, they lie on their backs, so that the palm trees give them a feathery
gust on the roof.
The sun softens asphalt and behinds of women, ripens pears of electricity, suffers
a twilight, in the opal buttons that men use for fastening their zippers.
Seven times a day, the streets flow with jasmine water!
There are old, abusive trees, blossoming in rose tea; and old trees that absorb
the boys that play in the arches of avenues. Fruits that fall create a huge hurricane on
the sidewalk; blacks that have tobacco-colored skin, palms made of coral, and
shameless watermelon smiles.
For only four hundred thousand joys, coffee is sipped. It perfumes a barrio of the
city for ten minutes.
Rio de Janeiro, November 1920.

Translated by Mary Linxweiler

ILceititceJr§ ffrc(Q)JnTIJ
it lh ~ f[(Q) []it
it's midnight; do you know where your century is?
Thomas C. Willadsen

"They say 'two thousand, zero, zero, party over, outta time' so tonight we gonna party like it's 1999."
-Prince (at least that's what he was called in 1983 when the song "1999" was first popular.)

The Rev. Mr.
Willadsen will
presumably usher
in the new year with
sedate Presbyterian
merriment in
Oshkosh,
Wisconsin.

New Year's Eve has always struck me as a
strange holiday. Growing up we always did a
puzzle and listened to the year's top rock hits on
WLS. Sometimes we made pizza and we always
drank lots and lots of Coke. My mother might
have her annual drink, a gin and tonic. When
the countdown for the new year began I would
walk outside and play my trombone as loudly as
I could. We would scream "Happy New Year!!"
then go inside and try to get to sleep. All that
Coke made it a little difficult. Of course we
would sleep late and greet the new year, which
always looked exactly like the old year.
That's when the absurdity of New Year's
as a holiday always hit me. When U2 sang,
"Nothing changes on New Year's Day," they
gave me an anthem for this non-holiday.
Over the years I've invited church groups
to think about all the different new year's days
we celebrate: the first day of school; the first day
of Advent, when the church year begins; our
birthdays; the first day of baseball season; the
first day of the fiscal year and so on. Often on
the first Sunday in Advent I ask the congregation
whether they stayed up to ring in the new year.
They never know what I'm talking about.
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I know there is another school of thought
on New Year's. I have a friend who says it's a
"no-lose" holiday. "If you've had a bad year,"
she reasons, "you celebrate that it's over. If
you've had a good year, you celebrate all the
good things that happened." To me, January first
feels like an artificial celebration. I had a roommate once who described New Year's as "Big
deal, another trip around the Sun," which sums
up my feelings pretty well.
But this New Year will be different! This is
when "we gonna party like it's 1999" and the
electricity, banks, phones and air traffic control
will fail because we have made technology our
master by not fixing the "Y2K" bug in time. Oh
the humanity!
Last summer I heard about a campaign that
bankers were running; they had written a
sermon which ministers could use to defuse the
worries of parishioners about the safety of
banks. I must admit I did not receive a copy of
this sermon from any banker and would not
have dreamed of preaching someone else's
thoughts. At least not a banker's. But I remember
reading how terrified Chicago Tribune columnist
Bob Green was by the idea that the bankers are

trying to build an alliance with clergy. He
thought this was a sign of big, big problems in
the banking industry.
Then I saw an AP article in the San Francisco Chronicle, October 30, 1999 about the
feared overload of the phone system by people
just picking up their phones to check for a dial
tone. "Consumers can clog the system even
without dialing because just taking the phone off
the hook engages the system." This all makes
sense to me. The next sentence, however, has
me worried, "Don't even test it," is the advice of
Bell Atlantic spokesman Jim Smith. "It's going
to work."
The next day, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
ran a story about an FBI report sent to police
chiefs about evidence of planning by "religious
extremists, cults and other groups preparing for
violence as New Year's Eve approaches." Neil
Gallagher, head of the FBI's national security
division said the public should be "aware but not
scared" of such threats.
Every time I'm told "don't panic," I panic.
Every time I tell a bride-to be "don't be nervous," she gets nervous. (I'm a carrier; I give my
prewedding jitters to the erstwhile happy couple
and sail through weddings cool as a cucumber.
They don't teach you that in seminary.) Every
time the bank tells me my money is safer in an
account than my mattress I have an urge to withdraw all my money.
Here I sit in early November reading about
why I shouldn't panic and I find that my panic is
starting to well up. But then one thought saved
me: The American people are very stupid. In
our stupidity will be our salvation.
Remember the last power outage of the
summer? The utility company kept announcing
that people need to keep their freezers shut. But
no, people kept opening them, checking to see
how quickly their ice cream is thawing. It was
surprising how quickly ice cream melts when
exposed to blasts of 90 degree heat a couple
times an hour. The more the power company
said, "Don't check," the more curious we got.
Pretty soon we were at the "What the hell, let's
eat it before it's soup stage." Of course we were
puzzled why the microwave wasn't heating our
hot fudge, but in a crisis you make do.
Another example of our stupidity:
Harper's Index, February 1997 reported

"Chances that an American adult knows how
long it takes the earth to orbit the sun: 1 in 2."
The number who know what the year 2000 is
the 2000th anniversary of is surely lower.
Maybe it's a good thing our computers are our
masters now.
Finally, there is this foolishness that, Y2K,
"the Year formerly called 'The Year 2000"' is the
start of a new century and a new millennium. It
is not. I've been doing research and I can prove
it. For three months I asked various members of
committees at my church to count to five out
loud at committee night. My research shows
that 90% thought it was a trick question; 95o/o
counted in English; 100% started with "one;"
and 100% counted to five accurately.
If we always start counting with "one" why
should we make a big deal out of a zero, or two,
or three? The new century will start in 2001; the
new millennium will start in 2001. You can,
however, persuade me that the decade of the
'90s ends with 1999. After all, as The Boomtown Rats say, "Time is just a concept by which
we measure our pain."
I am not saying that changing all four digits
in our year is not significant; I am only stating
the fact that centuries and millennia begin with
one, not zero. Zeroes are significant. The only
picture I ever took of my speedometer was one
evening last September as I drove east on Joppa
Road in Baltimore County, Maryland, as my
1991 Mazda Protege, Manny, (so named for his
"Immanuel Transmission") logged 100,000
miles. And we celebrate births a whole lot more
than birthdays. I recognize zeroes, even though
that may seem inconsistent.
My deep hope for this column is that I can
persuade some cultist extremists to put down
their fertilizer and fuel oil and listen to reason.
I'll wait here while you do that. (Editor's note:
Tom, we're forwarding this piece to U.S News
and World Report and the Weekly World News in
hopes that you reach your target audience.
GME) Ready?
Our calendar is wrong. If you think that
Jesus is going to return or the Rapture is going
to happen or the Battle of Armageddon will take
place as 1999 gives way to 2000, consider this.
In 531 a religious official named Dionysius
Exiguus began dating events from Christ's birth.
By his calculations Jesus had been born five hun-

dred thirty-one years earlier. Dionysius was off
just a little. If we follow Luke's date for Jesus'
birth "This was the first registration and was
taken while Quirinius was governor of Syria"
(Luke 2:2, NRSV). Quirinius rose to power in
the year 6, so Jesus was born in 6 or 7. So the
year 2000 should really be five or six years away.
Or we could follow Matthew: "in the time of
King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem
of Judea, wise men from the East came to
Jerusalem, asking, "Where is the child who was
born king of the Jews? For we observed his star
at its rising ... " (Matthew 2:1-2, NRSV). Since
Herod ruled only until 4 B.C. and the wise men
traveled some distance before getting to
Jerusalem, scholars believe that Jesus was probably born around 5 or 6 B.C. by Matthew's reckoning. If that's the case then we've already
begun the Third Millennium, still waiting for
Jesus to return! OK, you non-extremists can
come back now, I have a word for you. Of
course, only God knows the day and hour of
Christ's return (Matthew 24:36). So we have the
luxury of saying, "you're wrong" to every group
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who claims to know when Christ will return.
And today we're not living in the stress and tension that the early Christians did, as described in
the Thessalonians worry about those who died
in the faith (I Thessalonians 4 :13-18). But we
should not abandon all talk and hope in the
Second Coming to fundamentalists. Nor should
we arm ourselves and stock up on bottled water
and Dinty Moore beef stew. What should we do
as we await Jesus' return? One bumper sticker I
saw recently urges us to "look busy." I tell my
congregation that we should hope in Christ's
return, but buy green bananas anyway.
Most of all, I believe we should mean it
when we pray, "Thy kingdom come." That
phrase reminds me that it's not my kingdom, or
even yours, we're waiting for. It is God's
kingdom, and we are his people and the sheep
of his pasture. We can and should believe that
God in God's own time will work beyond time
to make all of Creation brand new. Even the
bankers, cultists, Americans and timid, liberal
Protestants!
See you next year. f
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The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony.. .It moves down the
centuries above, beneath, and in the earth from Christmas to Christmas to
Christmas .. .In it filone is hope before death and after death ...Their song
lives to the 2,000t Christmas, to the 3,0ooth, and at length to the last
Christmas the world will see ... And on that final Christmas, as on the first, the
angels will know, as we must know now, that the heart which began to beat in
Bethlehem still beats in the world and for the world ... And for us ...
O.P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim

Many years will pass before you understand Christmas .. .In fact,
you will never understand it completely... But you can always believe in
it, always ...The Child has come to keep us company... To tell us that
heaven is nearer than we had dared to think. .. To put the hope of eternity in our eyes... To tell us that the manger is never empty for those
who return to it ... And you will find with Him, I know, a happiness
which you will never find alone .. .
O.P. Kretzmann
Christmas Garlands
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music matters
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When a friend and I go to the local swim
and tennis club on Saturday morning for a
serious game of tennis, the rock music comes on
loudly at 10 am to affect our concentration.
When I go to the K-Mart or Wal-Mart I am irritated by soft rock playing not too softly. When I
phone my local bank or automobile shop, I am
involuntarily entertained with music that I
would not choose. Though I go to my doctor
early in the morning so I get to see him on time,
I cannot escape the late 60s rock that he loves.
My visits to the fitness center are always accompanied by the resentment I feel about having to
listen to loud music I dislike.
Indeed, I have to listen to very loud rap
music before I can enjoy the basketball games I
loyally attend. I get almost blown away by the
decibels emanating from a souped up Camaro as
I walk down the street; my office is not even
immune to the vibrations set off by the larger
auto sound systems that pass by on the street far
below. To my consternation the management of
the local soccer club thinks the spectators must
be musically entertained while the game is going
on. (This may be a harbinger of things to come!
Music will surround us from the rising of the sun
to the going down of the same! We will literally
be entertained to death.)
Americans are hooked on music. And it
seems that the younger, the more addicted. Students come to my classes with earphones around
their necks though no one has yet tried to put
them on during my class. However, I have heard
faculty colleagues complain that that indeed has
been attempted.
Indeed, music matters a great deal for the
young. Too much. Not only can they not be
without it, but it takes on too much gravity in
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their lives. It is not an original insight of mine
that for many their music is a substitute for religion. It is a quasi-religion.
Young people who will not go across the
street to attend their church will cross the
country-repeatedly!-to attend concerts by the
bands of their choice. Thousands of the young
make pilgrimages to the holy sites at which their
bands play. The concerts are a replacement for
the summer church camps of yore, and certainly
not as wholesome.
The bands also dispense wisdom and
ecstasy to their followers. The texts take the
place of hymn stanzas an earlier generation
knew by heart. The concert experience offers
intense euphoria to the shimmering masses that
get caught up in its rhythms. The bands take on
godlike qualities and are given godlike obeisance
by their adherents. The universal church of rock
extends around the world and connects the
young of almost every nation with each other
and with the objects of their adoration. It is
understandable that cultural and religious conservatives try to ban such music from earshot of
their young. They rightly understand that it is a
competitor for their souls.
Now all of this may seem overwrought and
it is. Most young people are not swept up completely by this quasi-religious phenomenon.
Music remains a hobby; a sidelight in a varied
and wholesome life. But the trends toward overdose on music are still disturbing, especially
when the quality of the music is taken into
account.
Plato outlawed certain kinds of music in
his Republic because he thought that highly
energetic rhythms would encourage the passions
to overcome the rationality he wanted to train

in the developing young. Malcolm X and the
early Martin Luther King believed that the blues
and jazz would divert the young from developing the kind of disciplined intentionality that
would overcome oppression. Indeed, anyone
who critically watched Soul Train or American
Bandstand over the years would not be surprised
in the increasing incidence of pre-marital sex
and its accompanying rise in births out of wedlock.
Allan Bloom, he of The Closing of the
American Mind fame, argued that "rock gives
children, on a silver platter, with all the public
authority of the entertainment industry, everything their parents always used to tell them they
had to wait for until they grew up and would
understand later." But when it comes to
unleashing and expressing raw passions, sex
does not stand alone.
So much contemporary popular music is
characterized by a driving but mindless energy
bordering on violence. Can enough violence in
the mind not finally issue into coarse and vulgar,
if not violent, behavior? And in too much pop
music that violent attitude is directed toward
women, persons of other races, the police and
other authority figures who present convenient
targets. Certainly many rock groups have
understood that their celebration of the darker
passions has distinct anti-Christian implications.
And, surprisingly, this development seems to be
taken in stride by a culture that doesn't know
where to set limits, or, that doesn't have the
courage to protest even if it knows.
Our culture in general is deep into what
that old social philosopher, Sorokin, called its
"sensate" phase. The intense, the raw, the immediate, the direct, the violent, the shocking, the
flashy and flamboyant--anything that strongly
stimulates the senses is valued. Pornographic sex
and violence are a sensate culture's dead-end
conclusion. Celebrities flourish in such a culture
because their lives are calculated attempts to
catch our eye and ear.... for fifteen minutes or
more. Music celebrities in particular stand close
to the top of our sensate culture's pantheon.
Again, this is overwrought and exaggerated. There is good popular music around.

Country and western music may be overtaking
rock as the music of choice, though it seems to
be adapting some of rock's characteristics as it
does. Most popular music is treasured because
it connects the hearer with cherished memories,
not for its intrinsic merit. (I listen to the music
of 5Os for that reason and am increasingly aware
of how trivial most of it was, though I would
exempt Sinatra's artistry from that judgment.)
Most of the young seem to be able to adore the
worst sorts of music and yet remain responsible
human beings. All is not lost.
But the kind and quality of music does
matter. The sensate music of our time makes it
difficult for the young to appreciate more complex, refined and aspiring music. The young
man who has his brain waves flattened by the ten
thousand decibels emanating from his car's
audio system will most likely never be able to
appreciate Mozart or, for that matter, Andrew
Lloyd Webber, let alone be able to read
Immanuel Kant. His addiction to a narrow
range of hammering passions will make it difficult to savor music of genuinely transcendent
aspirations. Moreover, such music encourages
and reinforces the unguided emotions that have
made their contribution to the coarsening and
vulgarization of our culture in general. Besides
being a nuisance, it does have negative effects on
our broader culture.
Any note of comfort to conclude these
melancholy reflections? Sorokin thought that
cultures went through cycles. Sensate cultures
had their dead-ends because they led to such
mindless, ugly and destructive activities. Out of
the charred stump of sensate culture, he argued,
more noble aspirations would emerge. Maybe
he was right. We will simply get sick and tired
of all this. Popular music will again take its
proper place as a diversion, not an obsession.
Melody and beauty will return. Romantic
instead of libidinous love will make a comeback. A diversity of music will again be appreciated by the young and they will make a place for
the great classical tradition that can nourish their
spirits. Indeed, many already have.

f

Paul Alexander. Salinger: A Biography.
Los Angeles: Renaissance Books, 1999.
In a recent issue of The New
York Review of Books, novelist John
Updike considers the merits, or lack
thereof, of literary biography. As part
of his questioning the value of the
genre, Updike asks, "when an author
has devoted his life to expressing himself, and, if a poet or a writer of fiction,
has used the sensations and critical
events of his life as his basic material,
what of significance can a biographer
add to the record?" His question serves
as a useful means to assess Salinger: A
Biography, Paul Alexander's new
account of the life of J.D. Salinger.
Certainly a dilemma for the
literary biographer is what audience to
write for. Here Alexander appears to
have made a judgment call that condemns his book to a mediocre middle
ground. As Updike points out,
"Although one rarely sees literary biography on the best-seller list, a prodigious amount of it is produced." The
biographer has a tough choice. If he
writes to the literary, largely academic
audience willing to plow through a
lengthy biography, then his work might
be respected, but it is very unlikely that
it will be a popular best-seller. Literary
biography designed to sell to a popular
audience will most likely highlight sensational aspects of the subject's life
(assuming there are some), depend
more on speculation, and consequently
be largely dismissed by the scholarly
community. What Mr. Alexander has
done with Salinger: A Biography is to
land squarely in the middle and author
a book that will have moderate appeal
at best for either audience.
Alexander has written three other
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biographies. Together they reflect a
movement from pop-culture icons to
contemporary authors as his subjects.
Alexander's first, Boulevard of Broken
Dreams: The Life, Times, and Legend of
James Dean, was a bestseller. He follo~ed with Death and Disaster: The
Rise of the Warhol Empire and the Race
for Andy's Millions and Rough Magic: A
Biography of Sylvia Plath. While it is
arguable that Salinger's fictional character Holden Caulfield is a pop culture
icon in much the same vein as James
Dean, Salinger himself is not. The formula that made Boulevard of Broken
Dreams a success will not necessarily
work for books about Plath and
Salinger.
For now, Salinger: A Biography is useful to the scholar because, if
nothing else, it is the first book-length
biographical treatment of Salinger's life
and works. It will not, however, win
itself a place in the niche of scholarly
respectability alongside the likes of
George Painter's biography of Proust or
Carlos Baker's of Hemingway. The
most sigrtificant previous efforts to capture details of Salinger's personal life
are Ian Hamilton's 1988 book, In
Search of J.D. Salinger and Joyce Maynard's 1998 autobiography, At Home in
the World. Publication of Hamilton's
or'iginal project, a biography to be
called A Writer's Life, was successfully
c~allenged in court and blocked by
Salinger himself. Hamilton's subsequent publication was a watered-down
version of the original which focused
on his unsuccessful efforts to publish A
Writer's Life.
Maynard's At Home in the
World is a kiss-and-tell autobiography
of, among other things, the ten months
she spent as Salinger's live-in lover

when she was 19 and he was 54. But,
Maynard's book is primarily about herself and what it tells of Salinger falls primarily into Updike's category of "the
Judas biography, in which a former
spouse or friend of a living writer confides to print an intimate portrait less
flattering than might be expected."
While both Alexander and Maynard
make very similar observations about
Salinger's personality and habits, as one
might expect, Alexander does so in
kinder, gentler terms.
Alexander has obviously done
his homework for Salinger: A Biography. He has drawn extensively on
Hamilton's unpublished material and
done considerable legwork to recover
primary sources and conduct interviews. Additionally, his extensive
reading of secondary sources is impressive. There is little doubt that he gets
the facts right and has uncovered more
details about the life of the extraordinarily reclusive Salinger than anyone
else. As the book's dust jacket declares,
Alexander "asks tough questions: Was
Salinger's 40-year retreat a true renunciation of the world? Or was it a clever
strategy to remain in the public eye?
What was the pattern in the author's
relationship with women?" Indeed
Hamilton asks those questions-he asks
them over and over, so much so that
most readers will probably find themselves begging for a clear answer.
Alexander's style is to repeat the question while trotting out evidence and
then offer relatively little analysis and
commentary. Alexander finally does
take a stand, albeit not an especially
strong one, on the issue of Salinger's
self-imposed exile and concludes that
the evidence suggests Salinger uses his
reclusiveness as a means to manipulate

press and public and bring attention to
rather than away from himself.
Salinger's pattern with women seems a
flash of the obvious: he likes very young
ones.
At other times Alexander's
writing style calls unflattering attention
to itself. He writes Salinger in a clear,
straightforward style which is certainly
a refreshing change from the dense,
often obtuse prose which tends to lard
literary biography written by and for
academics.
Unfortunately, his simple,
direct style lapses into what is, at times,
annoyingly simplistic and bordering on
the maudlin. In describing the Allied
liberation of Paris in August, 1944, for
example, Alexander claims that "the
Parisians jammed the streets of the city.
They cried. They laughed. The held up
their babies for Americans to kiss."
Later, he describes a 1951 visit by
Salinger to England, "of all the sights,
the one Salinger liked best was West
Riding, mostly because of the moors.
After visiting there, Salinger wrote to
Roger Machel. .. to say he could almost
see the three Bronte sisters in their
beautiful white dresses running across
the green rolling moors."
To return to John Updike's
question, "if a poet or a writer of fiction has used the sensations and critical
events of his life as his basic material,
what of significance can a biographer
add to the record?" The most significant contribution that Salinger: A Biography makes toward an understanding
J.D. Salinger's work is to point out that
the sensations and critical events of
Salinger's life are the basic material of
his fiction. Alexander concludes that
the world of Salinger's characters and
the world of the writer himself became
increasingly inseparable, even to the
point that Salinger began having difficulty separating the two. Updike points
out that "the life of a writer, which
spins outside of itself a secondary life,
offers an opportunity to study mind
and body, or inside and outside, or
dream and reality, together as one."
According to Alexander, the secondary
life, dream, and reality all began to spin

together as one in the mind of Holden
Caulfield's creator.
cited
Updike, John. "One Cheer for Literary
Biography." The New York Review of
Books. Feb. 4, 1999, 3-5.
David M. Owens

Jim Simmerman. Kingdom Come.
Miami University Press, 1999.
John Bricuth. Just Let Me Say This
About That: A Narrative Poem. Overlook Press, 1998.
Some strange creatures,
indeed, are emerging from the wild and
widening gyre of the millennium's final
years. California comet watchers are
soaring off into Heaven's not-so-pearly
gates; doomsday groups are being shuttled between Mile High and The City
On The Mount; and even though no
one's totally sure when, exactly, the old
millennium's moving out, folks all
around are stocking up on pork and
beans to front the more secular Y2K
apocalypse. And this is nothing, predict
our prime-time pundits, compared to
all the second-coming feature presentations we'll see as 2000 draws even
closer-all of which, one might venture, have nothing to do with the world
of poetry beyond the occasional reference to W.B. Yeats and his famously
rough beast slouching toward Bethlehem to be born.
Nothing, that is, until one
takes a second look in the spirit of a
second coming. Herbert, Donne, Hopkins, Yeats, and Eliot remind us that,
certainly, poets are no strangers to the
world of religion; even so, some weird
things are going on. Book after book
(good and bad) is rising out of the ashes
of Ashberry, Simic and Tate to
unabashedly talk about religion, the
Bible, prayer, God, the universe and
Everything. Mark Jarman's Questions
for Ecclesiastes (1997), with its central
sonnet sequence titled (a Ia Donne)

"Unholy Sonnets," has been collecting
its fair share of recent awards and
award nominations-which, admittedly, may have as much to do with who
he is as who he's praying to. Annie
Finch's Eve (1997) is deliberately
choreographed around a series of nine
goddess poems to propose (or reclaim)
a contemporary, non-Christian religiosity. Along the parade route come
Diane Ackerman's I Praise My
Destroyer (1998), Pat Mora's Aunt
Carmen's Book of Practical Saints
(1999), and any number of titles
invoking snakes, gardens, saints, and
other religiously-affiliated jargon
(Sacred Vows, Of Flesh and Spirit,
Canaan, American Spirituals, Garden of
Exile, etc.). And if we dig down to the
barrel's unsightly dregs, we might come
up with cheezy new-age guru Deepak
Chopra's efforts to market Rumi, the
medieval Sufi poet, via CD as the
1990's answer to Kahlil Gibran and
Omar Khayyam. (The fact that
Newsweek and NPR have picked up on
and featured the hot-selling discwhich includes "performances" of the
mystic's recently unplundered repertoire by an odd mix of celebrity
guests-virtually assures that Rumi will
soon go the way of Gibran and
Khayyam, doomed to a hell of
remainder piles, inspirational calendars, and wedding readings, the places
all poets pilfered from the East end up
when their state-side novelty is
through.)
In context, then, Jim Simmerman's latest collection of poems
(his previous one was nominated for a
Pulitzer and a National Book Award),
Kingdom Come, shouldn't be all that
surprising. Compared to its poetic
peers, what Kingdom Come offers-a
series of first-person monologues retelling or re-remembering various Bible
stories and their characters-might
even seem tame and slightly passe in its
neatly unified subject matter and thematic consistency. It has neither the
bombasticism of Ackerman's title, nor
the effrontery of Jarman's; indeed,
Kingdom Come seems uttered as a
prayer, the widow's mite among a con-

gregation of fairly showy and evangelical worshippers. It's not hard to
imagine one of the "New Religious"
casting an eye at Simmerman's effort
and sneering, "You mean that old
book?" But among all the overly-conscious concern with religion hatched in
the advent of Y2K, Kingdom Come is a
welcome, playful, and relatively
humble interlude which manages to be
humorous without being irreverent in
the way that, perhaps, only the faithful
can.
And these are frequently
clever poems, full of surprising puns,
unexpected linebreaks, and playful
manipulations of traditional and contemporary religious languages, which
help to make re-reading the "same old
story" a new experience. Adam
expresses frustration at the tediousness

borne of Eden's perfection and his
"utter frustration of living I with
someone with whom you could neither
backer nor neck, could never even
begin I I to rib ... " Job testifies, "As
Jehovah's my witness," and an
unnamed apostle describes the "predictable" life he lived before being
called by Christ:
Day out, day in: casting lots and whatall,
resoling your sandals, biding your flock;
occasionally, maybe, getting lucky enough
to do a little begetting.

And even as Mary's husband Joseph
explains in the pun-filled language of
"The Carpenter" "Someone nailed her;
and someone I would have to marry
her," he laments all the "predictable I
sniggers and jokes about another I
man's chisel in my toolbox."

THE MIRROR IN THE HALLWAY
At the mirror in the hallway, briefcase
At his feet, he looped his tie, cursed

''A quarter to nine!" looped the tie
Again, seized briefcase, kissed wife, headed
For class. Sometimes, at the mirror,
He rehearsed, reciting Nis nu cwicra nan
To the glass: The ic him modsefan,
With gestures to rivet his Old English
Seminar; the cat at his feet, understanding
A wanderer's words, also spoke in strange
Tongues. Glimpsed once at the mirror
Holding the cat, he was pressing his chin
Into furred ears, asking the cat in the mirror
What is it all about, Wanderer, what's

It all about? Wakeful, bereft tonight, the wife
In bedroom darkness just off the hallway,
Imagines the mirror still adjusts his tie,
Still lifts the pliant cat to press his chin,
Both of them knowing some other whereabouts
Now beyond their once mirrored twin.

Nancy G. Westerfield
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0 ccasio nail y-p er haps
because he's trying to avoid the predictability or tedium that characters
like Adam and the apostle bristle
against-Simmerman pushes the
humorous envelope a bit too far, and
his puns and little jokes come off as illconceived or as part of a cheezy comedy
routine (ba-dum-BUM!). When Simmerman's prostitute Salome says of
John the Baptist, for example, "He was
just a John to whom I gave head," not
only does the bad pun leave the reader
reaching for a glass of salt water, but the
sentence's formal "to whom" construction seems all out of whack with the
colloquialism, particularly as it's preceded by another pun used the way we
normally hear it: "I had my own bone
to pick." The syntax of the former we
might expect of Congress, not of the

poem's speaker-despite the topics of
conversation they might share in
common.
More often than not, however, the puns in Kingdom Come lead
the poems into more serious considerations. "The Wife," for example, is one
of the volume's best poems for the way
that it complicates and adds to the original tale. Simmerman writes (from Lot's
wife's point of view) that following Lot
"would have been I an easy enough, a
wifely thing I to do" and that:
... To this day
I pray he never learns what, but
for his blind obedience and trust,
would have been obvious all along:
I simply walked away-turned
back to a city with a home and a family
that needed looking after. Such
was my lot, for which I was unnamed.
The brilliant pun in the last line raises a
lot of questions-! still haven't unraveled all the implications much less figured out how, exactly, to go about articulating them-to ask of a previously
cut-and-dry story about the consequences of (dis)obeying God. But once
Simmerman tells the story from Lot's
wife's perspective, once he establishes
the connection between namelessness
and voicelessness, one thing's for sure:
it's hard to ignore how drastically the
original accounts of the stories as we
know them hinge on very specific
points of view.
And indeed, many of the
defining poems in Kingdom Come give
voices to the heretofore voiceless in the
Biblical tradition. While we've all been
fed the technicolor story of Joseph's
mean and jealous brothers, for
example, Simmerman finally gives
them a podium and we hear a drastically different story. We hear Goliath,
the big lug misjudged by his own people
because of his size, admit, "I was never
one I to pick a fight ... What had I I ever
wanted but love?" And, as "The Baptist" reveals his power trip at deliberately holding his trend-following customers under water, Simmerman
reminds us that the mythical characters

we've come to know so well are also
human. "Mostly I felt like a man I
unsure of his mission or calling," the
Baptist remarks, his confession and the
linebreak doubly stressing the mortaland therefore fallible-aspect of his
nature. The implications of so many
untold stories and points of view are
theologically compelling, and, ultimately, Kingdom Come manages to propose a contemporary "politics of the
Other" in regards to scriptural interpretations-a politics which favors the
voiceless, powerless, meek, hungry and
blind, the voices which, the same scriptures teach, we should be hearing in the
first place.
If Kingdom Come is concerned with the voices of the voiceless,
John Bricuth goes right to the top-to
the Big Voice Himself. In Just Let Me
Say This About That, Bricuth (the pen
name of literary critic John T. Irwin)
has created a book-length poem which
self-identifies as a "narrative" insofar as
Plato's dialogues are narratives; it is not
narrative in the way a novel is, however, and the book adds, at the very
least, a new and welcome variation to a
narrative genre which has been rather
narrowly defined of late by publishers
like Robert McDowell at Story Line
Press (one of the most strident advocates of what was once called the "New
Narrative" movement).
In a short, preemptive "explanation" which seems especially tailored
(at first) for book reviewers to quote,
Bricuth clues us in to the structure and
contemporary theology of the piece
before the narrative even starts. "The
following poem takes the form of a
press conference," he writes. "The
three questioners are named Bird, Fox,
and Fish. The person being questioned,
addressed only as 'Sir,' is either God,
the President of the United States,
everybody's father, or a combination of
the three. He is, in Freud' s phrase,
someone to whom one tells one's story
or refers one's problems 'as to one who
knows."'
To force the comparison
again, if Kingdom Come indulges (with
questionable results) in some anachro-

nistic pleasures (Abraham's a baseball
player, Jacob's angel a pro wrestler, and
the Magi yearn for "an am/ I fm radiocassette with Dolby I and surround
sound, ale, cruise- I control, the whole
nine yards"), Bricuth initially creates a
world which, when we look at the
book's first lines, is half familiar and
half foreign-in the way Australia can
be simultaneously foreign and familiar
to Americans. The book begins:
Butt ache and backache back up and the great
Rent in the great veil rising at an annual rate Of
ten percent, a short fall in the long term,
Aheadlock in the third fall from the huge Shoes
of the dead, sharp bursitis and the shopping
mall,
Some say, have you stumped. Sir, a comment?
Bricuth engages in some serious verbal
pyrotechnics at the start of the bookthe rhymes seem perfectly placed even
though they don't fall in any particular
pattern, nor do they necessarily correspond with where the meter would traditionally have them. The sheer pleasure one gets reading this aloud (the
rhyme, meter and alliteration; the
momentum shift as the passage
develops from single-syllable words;
the variety in diction between, for
example, "bursitis" and "butt ache";
and even the adolescent pleasure of
knowing that this huge philosophical
poem begins with the word "butt") may
be reason enough for Bricuth's initial
"explanation," which frees us from the
burden of making some sort of narrative sense right off the bat and lets us
revel in the glory of the tongue-twistery
language. Fox's next question begins:
Sir, the debt is up, the market's o~
The word is in the crop's weak, the creek
Is up, the bridge is down, and the phones are out,
not
To mention the raging lion that goes about
liacking the ins and outs and ups and downs Of
the down and out aiming to eat them up. ..
Whew! The energy here, the beautiful
sounds, the obvious nursery-rhymish
cadences serve, by way of the language
itself, to artfully characterize Bird and
Fish and Fox as three rather innocent,

trusting, and naive reporters who
eagerly confront Sir with questions they
honestly believe will be answered. As
Sir verbally lashes them into submission
with his subsequent rhetoric, parables,
tangents, and convoluted philosophies
(Sir frequently reminds me of how Tony
Kushner draws Roy Cohn in Angels in
America: Millennium Approaches), the
questioners' voices begin to disappear
from the narrative. And as they do, Sir
takes over.
just Let Me Say This About
That is, ultimately, a story in which the
children grow up to abandon or kill the
father-or God, if we want to take Bricuth's suggestion and make this poem a
theological treatise for the Millennium.

A death mask: the bird
that gave the sky its color
and from your once blue eyes
copper and coal melting
-there's no name for this
except the vague breeze
begins a birdsong, a stroking
and its statue
its white-hot clouds
-we burn these dead
as if the bell being forged
would be the last on Earth
and in our tears the dying leaves
won't look at each other
at the cold soot under these wings.
We must have wept
pressing these tiny bellows closed
and the smoke softly
almost at evenings, almost blue.
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For, given the podium, Sir becomes
such a self-promoting and narcissistic
windbag that the reader finds herself
criticizing Bird and Fox and Fish just for
staying around such a ridiculous font of
hot air. And when they do finally interrupt him, it's a moment of triumph and
relief which foretells their final act
when they just disappear. And Sir? Sir's
too busy loving the sound of his own
voice to notice that they've gone.
Although just Let Me Say This
About That could be trimmed in places,
it must have been an arduous task,
indeed, to make Sir out to be as concise
and entertaining a windbag as he is;
perhaps, though, Bricuth gives in a little
too frequently to the meter's hypnotics

and to Sir's overwhelming rhetoric
(particularly in the second half). And if
we've heard its theology before, and if
its religiosity isn't as thought-provoking
as some of the recent tide of religious
writers, we can certainly bring ourselves to forgive him. For in placessuch as Sir's absolutely spell-binding list
of the many things that the world is full
of-Bricuth's poetry can be outstanding, and that's a religious enough
gift in itself.
Mike Chasar
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